AIACHE

The All India Association for Christian Higher Education brings together higher educational
institutions related to the catholic, Protestant and Orthodox Churches in an inter-state,
trans-denominational forum, with a view to maximizing their effectiveness and service to
the national community. AIACHE aims at the renewal and growth of member colleges as well
as the promotion of the quality, value-orientation and social relevance of Indian higher
education to achieve the goal of national integration and secularism. Apart from academic
improvement, AIACHE also undertakes projects related to women’s empowerment,
environmental conservation, action-oriented research, human rights education, human
resources development, tribal development, Empowerment of the marginalized, etc. AIACHE
has celebrated its Golden Jubilee in 2016. Now it aims at leading and training Christian
colleges and universities in India in the 21st century with right values, motivation and
attitudes.

HOLY CROSS COLLEGE

Holy Cross College (Autonomous) Tiruchirappalli, has been in the forefront of women’s
education for more than nine decades. It was started for the benefit of the young girls of
Tiruchirappalli as early as 1923, when higher education for women was considered almost
a transgression against the age old respected customs concerning Higher Education for
girls. Holy Cross College (Autonomous) Tiruchirappalli run by the Sisters of the Cross of
Chavanod, Province of Tiruchirappalli is affiliated to the Bharathidasan University and it is
one among the oldest colleges for women in South India. Holy Cross Society is registered
under the Societies Registration Act XXI, 1860. It has its headquarters at Puthur,
Tiruchirappalli.
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Marching towards the centenary from its humble beginning, it has steadily grown, and was
granted autonomous status in 1987 by the Bharathidasan University. It was accredited by
National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) in 1999 with 5 stars and reaccredited in 2005 with ‘A’ grade and in 2012 (3rd Cycle) with A Grade in 2020 (4th Cycle)
with A++ with CGPA Score of 3.75 on a 4.0 Scale by NAAC. The college was recognized by
UGC as ‘College with Potential for Excellence’ in October 2011 and the CPE status has been
extended till 2022. The college was accredited by NAAC ((National Assessment and
Accreditation Council) in 1999 with FIVE STARS and was reaccredited with ‘A’ grade in May
2005. In the third cycle of accreditation it was awarded ‘A’ Grade with 3.5 on a 4 point scale,
in 2012. The College has been placed on the National Education Map in the fourth Cycle of
Accreditation when it was awarded A++ with a CGPA of 3.75 on a 4 point scale, in February
2020. As per the National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) by MHRD, the college
was ranked 26th rank for the year 2017 and 42nd rank for the year 2018, 85th in 2019,
66th rank in 2020 49th rank in 2021.
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Introduction to the Workbook
Everyone who is alive today has survived a loss- from a loss of loved ones, to loss of self, due
to boredom. Psychological revival is the first and most important baby step forward. The
foremost agenda for Institutions today would be to evolve ‘A Pacifier Period’. A ‘Pacifier
Period’ is a ‘calming-down period’ and ‘space for revival’.
This workbook holds writing exercises to process emotions to Revive, Renew and
Reinvigorate academic and personal focus in the face of pandemic. This self-learning
resource can be used for educational institutions to help both Teachers and Students. We
suggest that teachers can process the content first for self-learning. This will help to
effectively facilitate the process for students. The model and inputs given here are authentic
with psychological inputs from Aarti C Rajaratnam, a Master Practitioner and Trainer in
Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) and is also trained in Transactional Analysis (TA),
Dream Analysis, Hypnotherapy, Transpersonal Psychology and Counselling.

This workbook comes handy to revive and renew your spirits and provides reusable
worksheets to be used in your working and personal space to aid your team/family to do the
same. Just be open and willing to work on them, the learning and healing will unfold all by
itself. Do remember to come back to these pages to Revive, Renew and Reinvigorate your
professional and personal goals with renewed bonds of sharing and caring for one another
for the betterment of the life of you and your loved ones.

This workbook was conceived as a workable self-learning resource during the pandemic to
support Academic Institutions. This workable self-learning resource was conceptualized
and complied for the National Level Webinar on Resilience during Pandemic (Towards a
new-beginning and well-being) conducted on 16th and 17th July, 2021.
©
2021

Concept and Content Creation
Dr. M. Mary Jayanthi
Vice- Principal and Assistant Professor of English
Holy Cross College (Autonomous), Tiruchirapalli
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Workbook Designed and Compiled by

Dr. N. Merlin Depsy Nithiya
Trainer & Assistant Professor of English
Holy Cross College (Autonomous), Tiruchirapalli
Reconstructing Educational Institutions: Evolving a Pacifying Period

AIM

Revive, Renew and Reinvigorate our academic communities with renewed bonds of sharing
and caring for one another.
Objectives of this Workbook
•

•
•
•

Recognize the emotional exhaustions among teaching community and students due
to the Covid 19 pandemic.
Articulate the traumatic experiences in the process of healing and recouping
Evolve a Pacifying Model for use within our college communities.
Prioritize selfcare routines

How to use this workbook?

This workbook can be used as a resource for Self-Reflection and process or as a Training
module for Teachers and Students. It needs to be ensured that throughout the training, the
focus is retained on onboarding educational engagement with renewed energy and new
ways of looking at teaching-learning processes.

For training purpose, the following components can be used for processing the workbook as
per requirement. The Activities given in the workbook can be used for Ice-breaking or Microlab according to the need.
1. Ice-breaking- An activity or game is conducted before commencing the training
programme for the participants. This is to help them to break from preoccupations and feel
relaxed. It also activates the three domains through which the human beings operate;
thinking, feeling and doing. This aids in effective participation.
2. Micro-lab- It is a small group process during which the participants actively reflect and
share their views and experiences. It is conducted in smaller groups which gives the
participants an opportunity to get to know each other. The usual questions the facilitators
ask after the ice-breaking and micro-lab are on the feelings of the participants.
3. Clarifying needs and expectations
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The facilitator briefs the general objectives of the training programme. This is done after the
Ice-breaking session. It can be followed by a session for clarifying the needs and expectations
of the participants as well as the facilitators.
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Reconstructing Educational Institution: Revive, Renew, Reinvigorate
The pandemic has brought us to a global time-out. The Education system
especially in India in spite of its massive digital-divide has had its online classes
as an emergency landing. Management, Teachers and students are constantly
tussling with inconsistent changes. All that was on the next five-year plan have
now been covered with infinite uncertainty. The incessant paradigm of pseudogrowth and accolade has been stopped. This is both a challenge and opportunity
to reinvent ourselves.

Shefali Tsabary, an Indian-born, New York-based Clinical Psychologist
says, we have hit the ‘rock-bottom’ moment in the history of our life. Over this
one and half year period of pain, loss and lock-down and unlocking routines the
collective-psyche is fractured and falling apart. Having hit the ‘rock-bottom’ we
have to make a choice to wilt and wither or revive and renew.

REVIVE& RENEW

As we find ourselves in a demanding and arduous situation, it calls for us
to hone our self-care strategies and explore ways of encouraging one another
to strengthen our resilience.
It necessitates a response to this crisis with
approachability, affirmations of valued relationships and care. How do we find
ways to recognize the trauma in each other’s lives and respond to it? How can
everyone be made to feel valued, safe, secure and capable of addressing the
challenges of anxiety, fear, grief and emotional exhaustion? These are some of
the questions we must engage with.
REINVIGORATE
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Reaching out and listening to one another enables our bodies, minds,
spirits and the bonds between us to grow. It can help us find peace, keep our
morale up, help one another reconnect and move forward. This self-learning
workbook will serve as a medium towards a guided reflective emotional wellbeing that is much required at this time to resume work. It will aid in
recognizing and addressing the trauma, grief and emotional exhaustions among
teaching community due to the Covid 19 pandemic. It will ensure to evolve a
Pacifying Model for use within our college communities.
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Learning - Unlearning - Relearning
The global coronavirus pandemic has changed almost everything
including our everyday vocabulary and commonly used phrases. Take time out
to check your new vocabulary since March 2020. Write down the words and
phrases you quite often heard, spoke and repeated. This quick rundown of the
most common terms will reveal how much we have consciously and
unconsciously learnt to live in the ‘new normal’.
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Activity 1–Icebreaking- List the new terms you have learnt since March 2020
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Words have Power!
“Pay attention to what you’re saying. Are you blessing your life? Or are you not allowing it?”
“I am blessed.

I am prosperous. I am successful.” “I am victorious. I am

talented. I am creative.” “I am wise. I am healthy. I am in shape.” “I am

energetic. I am happy. I am positive.” “I am passionate. I am strong. I am
confident.” “I am secure. I am beautiful. I am attractive.” “I am valuable. I am
free. I am redeemed.” “I am forgiven. I am anointed. I am accepted.” “I
am approved. I am prepared. I am qualified.” “I am motivated. I am focused. I

am disciplined.” “I am determined. I am patient. I am kind.” “I am

generous. I am excellent. I am equipped.” “I am empowered. I am well
able.” “I

am a child of the Most High God.”

― Joel Osteen, The Power of I Am: Two Words That Will Change Your Life Today
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What is Your Pick? Write the statement in the space provided.
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Moments of Then!
The lockdown along with its numerous constraints also created wide
ranging opportunities for faculty members to participate in online
learning/discussion forums, faculty development programs and this
substantiated their newly learnt skills in online teaching. However, the
unprecedented and devastating 2nd wave of the pandemic due to new variants,
an unprepared public health system with overflowing patients in crises,
fluctuating lockdowns, disruptions due to crises faced in families has propelled
faculty members and their academic communities into turmoil of incurred
infections, anxiety, stress and trauma. Many have lost the battle with
negotiations in hospitals with insufficient beds, oxygen supplies, inaccurate test
results and stretched clinical teams to accommodate their loved ones and are
in grief due to the loss of family members. It has vastly undermined our
emotional capacities.
For Teachers – Managing work from home and moving online has been
quite challenging. Women faculty and Single parents had to double up as
caregivers and teachers for children learning at home. Work responsibilities
with deadlines to meet as well this additional burden enhanced their multitasking. Added to this, children’s altered learning patterns, isolation and
loneliness at home, disrupted social interactions with peers, excessive screen
time has created behavioral issues with short tempered adamant behaviour,
and uncontrolled anger.
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For Students - For our students in college communities, online education
has been a challenge due to connectivity and poor infrastructures as well as the
loss of the physical space of being with one another in a campus. Students have
shared the difficulties faced in remaining focused and staying on task while
attending online classes from home.
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Can we take time to retrace our memories of the lockdown?
Activity 2 - How did you spend your lock down 1 and 2?
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List the happy and sad moments.

Reconstructing Educational Institutions: Evolving a Pacifying Period

What to do? NLP Technique
Happy Moments
Imagine a picture of something that makes you feel good. Make it bigger
and brighter, and move it closer to you. Notice how this makes you feel.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sad Moments
Imagine an image of someone/something who/which annoys you.
Concentrate on how the picture appears in your mind. Make the image
smaller, put it in black and white, and imagine it moving away from you.
Notice how this makes you feel.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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“You can’t always control what happens, but
you can always control how you deal with it”
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Richard Bandler, Alessio Roberti and Owen Fitzpatrick, How to Take Charge of Your Life: The User’s
Guide to NLP
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The Rock Bottom Moment
Psychological revival is the first and most important baby step forward. The
foremost agenda for Institutions today would be to evolve a ‘A Pacifier Period’.
The collective psyche is that of a baby that has had a fall. A baby that has had a
fall needs the pacifying space and care to cry out, be swaddled and comforted
and listened to and then a choice to what next. Any baby that is abruptly
silenced, hushed or instructed is denied of the processing time to get over it.
The collective psyche of the faculty, staff, students and be it any worker needs
this ‘pacifying period’ to revive and return to the self and the new-normal.
Let go off the scarcity mind-set

The new academic year with its enormous chaos cannot be approached with
old ways. Management and leaders should not be trapped in a scarcity mind set.
It could be a natural instinct to say, “Oh we have lost so much time, we now
need to work double and triple”. This rush would be catastrophic. We need to
ween away from the industrial-revolution propelled models of educational
outcomes. We need to consciously, gradually, caringly hold the centre of the
‘falling-apart’ motion and reset to revive. The ‘pacifying-period’ can help to
support from falling-apart.
The Golden Pacifier Period

Be it online or offline or blended learning Educational Institutions that can
prioritise, plan and phase out the ‘Pacifier-period’ primarily for staff and
gradually for students.
This would involve a Three-Step process:
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1. The Vent-it all Period
2. The Swaddle- time
3. The Ask-it Spell

Reconstructing Educational Institutions: Evolving a Pacifying Period

Why is a Pacifying Period absolutely necessary?
Aarti C. Rajaratnam, leading psychologist and author says that in a situation
such as the pandemic or in any crisis that the body and mind perceive as
stressful it pushes the brain into what is called the cortisol response or the
stress response. So, it goes into the fight, flight, freeze and also fawn response.
These are all old trauma responses. So, when the cortisol response is high one
functions from the brainstem level, where one does not much get access to the
emotionality or thinking centres. So, in such situations people tend to function
at a very low level of emotional regulation, innovation, creativity, curiosity,
exploration, which is learning centric.

Aarti further explains, “Basically, when you say a pacifying period, what I'm
actually helping the person to is to move towards the safety, emotional safety
or perceived safety or physical safety, and moving from the cortisol response
into more, balanced chemical structures”. The pacifying period helps in
becoming more functional. So, one is able to connect more with relationships,
emotionality and take time to process and move beyond one’s thoughts and
losses alone. It primarily resets the neurological processes to move from the
stress response.

Aarti states that the science behind this is there are three basic needs for any
human. The first is safety and security, second is satisfaction and third is
connection. The stress response takes the upper hand when these three human
needs are not met. Nourishing these three needs will contribute to the longterm well-being of the individual. For example, a COVID situation would
basically affect one’s safety and so the reaction would be to avoid it. Unless
these safety needs are being met, one has a lot of fears.
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The pacifying period would help one move from fear towards calmness. Only
then one can move into learning and curiosity. The second human need is
satisfaction. So, creating choices during the pacifying period would help the
faculty and students to start with something that makes them feel satisfied. This
would help to approach with a lot more motivation and experience
contentment which in turn would move towards creativity and innovation. The
third need is affection or connection. The pacifying period can help in creating
Reconstructing Educational Institutions: Evolving a Pacifying Period

an emotional safety net by building relationships. This need when met helps
one experience love and contribute more productively towards the overall
larger goals. This period would eventually help the members of the
organization to focus on the gradation of their needs. Also, one is given an
opportunity for reflection and regulation and move beyond the external
triggers. For if their people are not happy, productivity doesn't become alright.
Most amazing management structures take care of their people and nurture
those relationships and inadvertently productivity will go up.
This would involve a Three-Step process

Step 1

Step 2

The Swaddletime
The Ask-it Spell

Time and space to express and grieve

Rest and support in many forms for revival

Focus of this period is flexibility and inclusivity
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Step 3

The Vent-it all
Period

Reconstructing Educational Institutions: Evolving a Pacifying Period

The Vent-it all Period
Globally our response to Covid- 19 has been one of fear and anxiety. This period
is primarily to take time and space to express and grieve. This can happen for
many and many may need longer and different ways or even may not open up
too. But it is helpful to facilitate the time and space for this period. Give the hurt
baby time to cry and revive.
- Make it more informal. Not as a do-it-all schedule.
- Give choices and time to vent-it all in groups, clicks, through writing, SelfHelp-questionnaire.
- A need-audit of support required could be done.
- Timeline- Institutions can choose the timeline between a two-half a day
process or an hour, every-day for a week, for this period.

Activity 3 - List the situations and emotions associated with grief and
sorrow. How did you react during such moments of grief and sorrow?
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⟿Refer Annexure I and make use of the wordlist for emotions connected with
grief and sorrow⟿
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Source: Being a Therapeutic Ally @Knit a Tale & www.millionsmiles.com
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The Swaddle-time
Based on the need-audit, this swaddling time is supporting time. It would
greatly help to give them psychologically beneficial perks such as counseling
and therapy sessions, support rehabilitation, A ‘You Are Not Alone in this we
are there for you’ caring gesture, short-paid holiday, lesser-work time or
responsibility. Although Institutions have not been functioning for a month,
many of the teachers and students were battling crisis. The focus here is to give
them rest and support in many forms for revival.

- Timeline: The initial timeline for this period can be an intense one-week
and then gradually spread it across for six months or according to the
need.

Activity 4 - The Swaddle- time - Identify your existing support system/Keepers /

How can you find/be one? Examples. A Trusted Friend / Therapeutic Sessions with a
professional

Activity 5- What are other kinds of support you would need?
1. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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3. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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The Ask-it Spell
Once a child is calmed and comforted it is healthy to ask what do you
want? It is at this pace we move forward. Gradually it is wise to ask the faculty
‘what would they want to do / envision to rebuild together’. The pandemic is
autocratic and has not allowed any of us a choice. From a world of infinite
choices, we were locked down to ‘no-choice’. A way to ease would be to give
them, one like a revision of portfolio, a change of duty, a reschedule of time with
flexible hours. All of this can be streamlined according to the Institution. The
focus of this period is flexibility and inclusivity. For teachers this phase is an
ideal time to discuss what the management intends to do for the institution. In
this inclusion trend, the Institution can carefully agree upon common growth
indicators and practice from both ends for the benefit of the students. Student
leaders also can be a mandatory part of this final spell. For students, teachers
can process this phase by asking what they would like to focus and do.
Activity 5 – Step 1: Write down personal and professional focus

Professional/Academic
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Personal
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Step 2: Share it in the larger group for discussion.

Step 3: Process and finalize common growth indicators

Personal

Professional/Academic
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The Rock Bottom Moment – Process & Outcome - Thus the ‘PacifyingPeriod’ is to ensure that when the crying baby comes back, allow it to cry and
calm down, then ask what can we do now? This will help to revive, renew and
reinvigorate, to rebuild and grow!
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My Catalog of Gratitude
“Whoever has will be given more, and he will have an abundance. Whoever does not have,
even what he has will be taken away from him.” Matthew 13:12
Gratitude Story

There was a bird who lived in a desert, very sick, no feathers, nothing to eat and drink, no shelter to
live in. One day a dove was passing by, so the sick unhappy bird stopped the dove and inquired
"where are you going?" it replied " I am going to heaven". So the sick bird said "please find out for me,
when my suffering will come to an end?" The dove said, "sure, I will." and bid a good bye to the sick
bird. The dove reached heaven and shared the message of the sick bird with the angel in charge at
the entrance gate.
The angel said, "For the next seven years of its life the bird has to suffer like this, no happiness till
then."

The dove said, "When the sick bird hears this he will get disheartened. Could you suggest any solution
for this." The Angel replied, "Tell him to recite this verse "Thank you God for everything." The dove
on meeting the sick bird again, delivered the message of the angel to it.

After seven days the dove was passing again passing by and saw that bird was very happy, feathers
grew on his body, a small plant grew up in the desert area, a small pond of water was also there, the
bird was singing and dancing cheerfully. The dove was astonished. The Angel had said that there
would be no happiness for the bird for the next seven years. With this question in mind the dove went
to visit the angel at heaven's gate. The dove put forth his query to the Angel. The Angel replied, "yes,
it is true there was no happiness for the bird for seven years but because the bird was reciting the
verse "THANK YOU GOD FOR EVERYTHING" in every situation, its life changed. When the bird fell
down on the hot sand it said "THANK YOU GOD FOR EVERYTHING" When it could not fly it said,
"THANK YOU GOD FOR EVERYTHING" When it was thirsty and there was no water around, it said,
"THANK YOU GOD FOR EVERYTHING" Whatever the situation, the bird kept on repeating, "THANK
YOU GOD FOR EVERYTHING" and therefore the seven years got dissolved in seven days.
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Reflection: What are you grateful for today?
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My Catalog of Gratitude
Activity 6 – List the blessings you received during the pandemic. Take a
moment to say ‘Thank You’. (Make use of the cues given below)
E.g. I am grateful for being alive. Thank you.

1. I am thankful for ……………………………………………………………………………..
2. I am immensely blessed to have ………………………………………………………..
3. I give thanks for ……………………………………………………………………………..
4. I am truly grateful for ……………………………………because………………………..
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5. With all my heart, thank you for …………………………………………………………..
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Affirmation
All is well in my world.
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God Bless You!
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Goal Setting –The IKIGAI Way
Ikigai – the Japanese word “is the reason you get out of bed in the morning. “It’s
what you do, every day, that’s meaningful to you and to others –Tim Tamashiro

To pronounce this word, first SMILE. The pronunciation of Ikigai is EE-kee-guy
(with a smile). This ancient philosophy created by the sages of Okinawa has a
modern interpretation with a Venn diagram (given below) provided by
philanthropist Marc Winn.
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Image Courtesy: https://lauchlanmackinnon.com/rethinking-ikigai-how-tofind-work-you-love-and-make-a-difference/
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Goal Setting –The IKIGAI Way
To identify your distinctive Ikigai that is as unique as the iris of your eye,
follow the four directions:

1. Do what you love- I Love to…………………………………………………………
2. Do what you are good at- I am good at ………………………………………..
3. Do what the world needs- I feel the world needs my
………………………………………………………………………………………………….

4. Do what you can be rewarded for- I feel motivated when I
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Your Ikigai need not be something that you just get paid for. It’s something
you resonate being in your resourceful state.
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Self Care - Daily Rituals
✓ Begin and end your day with Prayer – Prayer is like a mirror where you
go to and look at yourself to get ready for the day- To reset yourself in the
image of God
✓ Smile for one minute – Improves serotonin levels – Take time and smile
at yourself. Use a mirror for better results.
✓ Meditate for five minutes – Mindful mediation to slow down and
reenergize the soul.
✓ Gratitude Walk – Count your blessings as you walk your way to
anywhere.
✓ Positive Self Talk –Affirm yourself by saying good things about you.
✓ Thought Shifters - Think about anything that makes you happy – a place,
thing, person, or anything
✓ Journal – Note down your emotions for better understanding and
processing of it.
✓ Unlimited Fun – Focus on things that gives you joy and adds vibrancy
What is your pick?

When will you practice it?

I am happy to choose ……………………………………………………………………………………………..
I will do it from ……………………………between ………… and …………………………everyday
(Time)
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(Date)
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Renew-Revive-Reinvigorate
Revival is co-creation. Buber’s ‘I-Thou’ relationship model can help in
reconstructing educational institutions based on mutuality, transparency, and trust.
It is the highest-level of human interaction. The governments and managements
which have prioritized people revive and rebuild effectively. All though things are
falling apart, we are also in the centre of an opportunity to hold together to reaffirm
and recover. This pandemic has given us no other choice, but to do it.
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Annexure I
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Authors Note
Dr. M. Mary Jayanthi is the Vice Principal and Assistant Professor of English at Holy
Cross College (Autonomous), Tiruchirapalli, Tamil Nadu, India. As a passionate teacher and
researcher, she delves into the heart of literature and aspires to make its learning meaningful
to enhance everyday living to be and become the finer self. Dr. Jayanthi is a qualified L&D
professional and corporate trainer with a Certificate in Teaching, Training and Developing
Professionals from Asian college of Teachers (ACT-TQUK). As a purpose-driven trainer she
mentors teachers and students in Teaching methodologies, Group Leadership, Communicative
cum Soft Skills. She is also a Haggai alumna and trained in advanced leadership from Hawaii,
USA. She strongly believes in being a Lead-Let Lead Leader and help people see the light within.
She is a deeply intuitive poet and writer and writes under the pen name Jayanthi Manoj. She
was the staff poet of the Online Literary Magic Magazine, New York from 2006-2012. She reads
poems at literary festivals, conducts workshops in Creative Writing and has won many prizes
for her writing. She has an anthology of poems titled Sketches: From the pages of my diary
published and also other individual poems in National and International Journals and
anthologies. As a person she writes, reads, teaches and spreads sunshine. She loves colours,
words, silence and speaks the voices of whispers. She has a YouTube channel ‘Voices and
Whispers’. She was the Organising Secretary and Facilitator of this Webinar.
Email - drmaryjayanthi.m@gmail.com

Dr. N. Merlin Depsy Nithiya is a trainer and Assistant Professor of English at Holy
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Cross College (Autonomous), Tiruchirapalli, Tamil Nadu, India. She is a certified Instructional
Designer and is an expert in designing and developing training materials for trainers, teachers
and students. She has created innovative eLearning storyboards and instructor-led training
materials. She has spearheaded and designed workbooks for the staff and students of Holy Cross
College. As an edutech and soft skills trainer she has a rich experience in the field of training for
almost a decade. Dr. Merlin is a qualified L&D professional and corporate trainer with a
Certificate in Teaching, Training and Developing Professionals from Asian college of Teachers
(ACT-TQUK). She is an enthusiastic teacher who focuses on recreating positive classrooms that
appreciate the individual’s innate potential. She holds Cambridge Level 1 Certificate in ESOL
International Business English and has appeared and trained students in International English
Language Testing (IELTS). Gratitude is her watchword and teaching is her passion.
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